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crack).Autosplitter-1-4-18-Full-with-KeyGenQ: Static Initialization in Java In the below code: public

class Sample { private static int x; static { System.out.println("Static block started"); x = 5;
System.out.println("Static block completed"); } public static void main(String args[]) {

System.out.println(x); } } Since x is static, it will be initialised at the time of class loading, but is it
guaranteed that static block will be executed before any method in the class will be called? For eg: In

the case of the above code, can we assume that System.out.println(x); will print 5 as x will have
already been initialised by the time it is executed? A: since x is static, it will be initialised at the time

of class loading Incorrect. x has not been initialized until the first time that the static initializer is
executed, when it will be initializing the variable. but is it guaranteed that static block will be
executed before any method in the class will be called Yes, any instances of this class will be

initialized before any
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